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In recent years the use of glass in
vehicles has grown to monumental
proportions. Two recent launches to
be taken over by glass are the Mazda
Kiyora Concept (at left) and the 2010
Ford Mustang (center), equipped with
a full glass roof.
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Dawn Campbell

I

N 2006, THE STATE OF cians fear that if a metal oxide is used
California passed a climate change (and many glass manufacturers say it
bill called AB 32. The bill was will be) to cut down on the amount of
aimed at reducing carbon emissions in sun that can travel through a car’s
one of the most smog-filled states in glass, they might not be able to repair
the country. I haven’t spent a lot of time the glass any longer—leading to more
in Los Angeles, but even when I have of a need for glass replacements (and
had layovers there, I could see the thus more waste of glass).
Though there are concerns about
smog in the air as we landed.
So you might think that reducing the regulations, how they might affect
smog would be aimed at factories, repair and the recordkeeping that will
now be remanufacturing,
etc.—right?
“ S o m e m a n u f a c t u r e r s quired of replacement
Well, some of it
note that this adds
shops, there
is, but this year,
the state’s Air v a l u e t o t h e g l a s s — a n d also are some
positives.
Resources
suddenly consumers
Some manuBoard (known
might realize that
facturers
as CARB) deg l a s s . ” note that this
cided to take a g l a s s i s n ’ t j u s t
adds value to
new approach,
as part of AB 32 called on them to focus the glass—and suddenly consumers
might realize that glass isn’t just glass;
on vehicles.
CARB quickly determined that soon they might realize that a windclean air is related to an air-condi- shield is not only structurally importioning issue, and set out to make ve- tant, but now, could affect how cars run
hicle air conditioners work less. At as well, how much gas they use, etc.
What could be better than that? So,
first, they focused on the paint, and
then went for the glass. (On a side I am hopeful that there could be some
note, the brief look at paint drew an positives there. And, if you’re conoutrage from that industry and con- cerned about the negatives, I urge
sumers at large; rumors exploded you to get involved. I’ve called several
across the United States that Califor- representatives at CARB and they’ve
nia was banning black cars from exis- been very receptive to discussing the
tence. While the paint regulations issue and are open to receiving insoon fell by the wayside, I have to ap- dustry feedback. If you’re not in Caliplaud the paint industry for making fornia and think this doesn’t affect
you, think again. Many similar initiatheir fears so well-known.)
Though the final auto glass regula- tives have been adopted by the Feds,
tions have yet to be set, they’re nearing and who knows if this one could folthe last stages now; you’ll find an in- low suit?
Finally, I’d like to hear what you think
depth look at the regulations on page
26, along with some of the industry’s of the regulations—good or bad. Please
■
concerns. For example, repair techni- e-mail me at pstacey@glass.com.
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Customer Service
tips for quality service

tompkins.carl@sikacorp.com

Effective Effort
b y C a r l To m p k i n s

E

VERYONE
IN
BUSINESS
should understand that the
term “effort” is synonymous
with action. Effort must take place
within any endeavor in order for positive results to occur. People in business often exert the necessary amount
of effort but fail to attain the desired
outcome. The reason for missing the
mark, simply put, is that the wrong
form of effort takes place. There are a
few categorical rules to follow in order
to ensure that all efforts are effective
efforts, resulting in the attainment of
goals by the best way possible.

The Rules
Rule 1: Commit to the outcome—
not the process. Right up front, people
must be clear and committed on the
desired outcome of any given business
situation. Examples of a desired outcome may be preservation of your job,
selling a new product, or avoiding an
employee lay-off. Being committed to
the outcome causes people to be
open-to using the best means, or, most
effective type of effort. A great example
of proving this point comes from “El
Dorado,” a western movie starring
John Wayne. Character actor Jack
Elam, who played Wayne’s sidekick,
carried a sawed-off shotgun and sack
of shotgun shells around with him during the entire picture. During one
shoot-out with the villainous gang,
John hollered out to Jack, “You’re not
going to hurt anybody shooting that
scatter gun at this distance!”
Jack replied, “You’re right, but I just
like to shoot. You don’t mind, do ya?”
As you can see by this example, Jack
was not committed to the outcome,
just the joy of shooting. If Jack had

6

“Good records allow for the
elimination of forgetfulness and proof
of activity completion.”
been committed to the outcome, he
would have moved in closer to the target or, to be even more effective, used a
carbine rifle.
One additional benefit from following the first rule is that it prevents
people from jumping ahead too
quickly and taking the easy route of
effort. Going too fast and doing what
comes naturally can be very costly
since it most often incorporates emotion and short-term fixes that lead to
long-term losses.
Rule 2: Never settle for getting even.
Unfortunately, there are those people,
companies and organizations in every
industry who conduct business in a
manner that can be damaging to others. Such business tactics can even be
unethical. Such practices can be very
upsetting. The worse type of effort to
undertake in responding to such cases
is trying to get even. This is akin to the
phrase “taking the low road.” From my
many years in the world of business,
I’ve witnessed many people take the
low road through various tactics.
Rarely, if ever, do they come out on top.
In fact, the only outcome that I’ve seen
is that all parties involved lose. The effective effort when working through
tough situations is to take the high
road and confront the source of the situation head on with a positive resolution in mind for everyone involved.
Look at the situation from all
points of view, especially from every
angle other than that of your own.
This step brings a more comprehen-
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sive and objective approach to solving any problem by taking multiple
points of view into account. Next,
clearly define your desired outcome,
making sure it is fair and appropriate.
This goes a long way in motivating
any potential opposing party to implement a solution and move from an
adversary to an advocate. Finally, design a path of correction defining
who, what, where, when and why.
Rule 3: Appropriate administration.
In most every case, effective efforts are
going to involve many more people
than just you. It is amazing to see how
the best plans can fail because they lack
appropriate administration. Here, we
refer to the subjects of follow-through,
punctuality and recordkeeping. Followthrough simply means to finish everything you start and correspond with
everyone involved in order that communications remain intact. Punctuality
requires being on time all the time and
plan things out well in advance. Good
records allow for the elimination of forgetfulness and proof of activity completion. The best part of this rule is that it is
regulated merely by choice.
There you have it; three great rules
to make sure that your efforts pay off in
the most efficient and profitable manner possible.
■

◗

Carl Tompkins is the Western states area
manager for SIKA Corp. in Madison
Heights, Mich. He is based in Spokane, Wash.
Mr. Tompkins’ opinions are solely his own and
not necessarily those of this magazine.
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FORGET COLUMBUS.
THE WORLD IS FLAT.

GET FLAT.
Flat glass covers our world. Storefronts, ofﬁce
buildings, apartment complexes, hospitals and
so much more. If ﬂat glass replacement isn’t in
your portfolio, you’re missing out on one of the
largest proﬁt centers. And if you are doing ﬂat
glass service, do you have the resources
support and material rebates and discounts
to make your business better than ever?
We can help. Call Glass Doctor and get ﬂat.

(800) 280-9858
GlassDoctorFranchise.com
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Driving Technology
understanding today’s business practices

mikej@gtsservices.com

Getting Real Results
by Mike Jones

“ Yo u r c u s t o m e r b a s e r e s p o n d s t o
only certain kinds of online
marketing—and you may not know
w h a t t h o s e t e c h n i q u e s a re. ”

O

NLINE
MARKETING
IS
getting more confusing by the
minute. New tools, tricks and
techniques are tossed around like
confetti.
Owners of many companies think
they should try any new online marketing technique that comes down the
pipe, believing they’ll get left behind in
the dust otherwise.
Yet no matter how many new, popular tools you try, none of them seem to
be getting you more customers. How
do you figure out which tools really
work for your glass services shop?

The Problem
Online marketing is only as effective
as its return on investment (ROI). If
you’re putting hours every day into a
new online marketing technique and
only getting two new customers out of
that effort, that tool is not effective for
you, no matter how popular it is or how
effective it may be for other companies.
You want a series of online marketing techniques that get you the maximum amount of new customers for the
minimum amount of effort. Three
ways to figure out which marketing
tools give you the best ROI are: web
marketing experts, web analytics tools
and good old-fashioned trial and error.

Web Marketing Experts
Most web marketing professionals
with the right work experience can
eliminate the online marketing tools
that simply will not work for a glass
services company right off the bat, saving you the tons of time and effort it
would have taken to figure them out
individually.
Be sure to select a web marketing

8

professional who is focused on delivering quantifiable ROI. He or she should
start by understanding your business
objectives and then directing you to
online marketing tools that are clearly
measurable and aligned with your
strategy and ROI goals.
Once you’ve begun using an online
marketing tool with a high chance of
success, a web marketing professional
often can help you figure out which
ones are working best for your company and where to put your energy. Additionally, there are web analytics tools
that can help you do exactly that as well.

Web Analytics Tools

marketing tools against one another.
With those tools, you can see instantly which techniques are working
for you. With comparison tools, you
also compare your return on investment by calculating how much time
you spend on each marketing tool
and how many customers that effort
nets you— and in what timeframe.

Trial and Error
If you find a particular online tool
is working very well for improving
sales and catching customer interest,
don’t rest on your laurels. Any web
strategy can be improved, and it’s
worth testing slight variations on
the same strategy to see if you can eke
out a few more sales or visits to your
website.
Some strategic changes to a web
tool include using different keywords,
trying out a new message, or making
an improved offer. If your customers
responded very well to an e-mail advertising a 10 percent discount, then
try offering a 15 percent discount in
the next e-mail to see if that improves
sales even more without cutting into
your profit margins.
You’ll never know which strategy is
most effective unless you keep trying
different approaches and methods. ■

Web analytics tools quickly will become your best friends when it comes
to analyzing which online marketing
techniques are getting you the best
ROI.
There are many different kinds of
web analytics tools, and you can find
ones that will help you:
• See how many clients visited your
website after each online marketing
launch;
• See how many sales resulted from
each marketing technique;
• Get demographic information on
customers (for example, which marketing techniques got you more
clients from a particular niche
group?);
Mike Jones is the president of GTS Serv• Keep track of the success of a new
ices in Portland, Ore. Mr. Jones’s opintool in real time; and
ions are solely his own and not necessarily
• Compare and contrast different those of this magazine.
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From Manitoba to Miami,
BETASEAL™ Adhesives
Mean Business
Help your customers get back on the road again quickly and safely – in any type
of climate – with BETASEAL™ glass bonding systems from Dow Automotive
Systems. Our superior OEM-quality products can help you repair to “like new”
condition, and our innovative technologies mean faster safe drive-away times
– even in blazing heat or bone-chilling cold. Boost your own business by getting
your customers back in business faster.

Let our experience work for you.
w w w. d o w a u t o m o t i v e . c o m
®™Trademark of The Dow Chemical Company (“Dow”) or an afﬁliated company of Dow
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Independent’s Day
an iga viewpoint

davez@autooneinc.com

The Industrial Patriot
by David Zoldowski

I

N THIS DAY AND AGE, THE ing end of the struggle. It all comes will return when they need to or refer
television and watercooler con- down to buying locally in order to them to a neighbor.
In the history of our industry there
versations all seem to revolve make a difference nationally and prearound being American, whether it is serve business here. The profit from have never been as many foreign imported windshields as there
pride of frustration. One of the
most popular topics of con“ I t a l l c o m e s d o w n t o t h e are now. I also believe there
also never been as
versation involves the differi d e a o f b u y i n g l o c a l l y i n have
many complaints about the
ence among the United States
and foreign countries. Is your o r d e r t o m a k e a d i f f e r e n c e quality and reliability of the
windshields being installed
car American-made or fornationally against an
consumer’s vehicles as
eign-made? Do you partake of
i n t e r n a t i o n a l s t r u g g l e . ” in
there are today.
domestic or imported beverEducating the consumer is
ages? What kind of company is
building the school down the street dollars spent on glass from foreign our most powerful tool for promoting
or supplying the product used there? companies does not stay here in your our local independent businesses. This
Do you have Chinese drywall in your local community or even within the is where organizations like the IGA
United States. At a time when our come into play. The IGA offers educahouse?
With more and more glass being economy is struggling, support for tional materials to provide members to
bought from foreign suppliers and U.S. companies should be a priority. make sure they get the full story about
with the largest auto glass retailer The ultimate profit from these foreign the safety of their families. IGA comic
being owned by a foreign entity, your companies floats right overseas and books are an excellent easy-tounderstand tool that can be used to exneighbor’s auto glass shop might fall out of our economy.
Recently, we at the Independent plain what is happening at your
on
the
los- Glass Association (IGA) released a customer’s insurance companies. Also,
Beacon Bulletin about AAA of Michi- simply making a point to tell your cusgan’s use of a foreign-owned claims tomers that your shop has IGA-certiadministrator to handle its auto fied technicians may make them think
glass claims. This is a perfect twice about going to just any shop.
example of a foreign company Most importantly, take the time to tell
that is benefiting from U.S. your consumer that the profit from
your business stays right here in the
business and consumers.
Not only does supporting United States.
As professionals it is our responsiU.S. companies benefit our
home economy and stimu- bility to remain outspoken about
late the lives of our friends providing quality service to conand neighbors, it also en- sumers and the best way to ensure
sures that we are spending that quality service is to invest in the
■
our hard-earned dollars with United States.
companies that value the
safety and quality of their final
David Zoldowski is the president of Auto
product. Local independent shops
One in Brighton, Mich., and president of
make their livelihood based around the Independent Glass Association (IGA). Mr.
the fact that they continue to do qual- Zoldowski’s opinions are his own and not necity work and that a satisfied customer essarily those of this magazine.
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AGR Reports
breaking news
powered by

COMPANY NEWS

Coast to Coast Contractor Charged
with Damaging Windshields

A

FLORIDA WOMAN EMPLOYED
as part of Coast to Coast Auto
Glass’s third-party independent
sales force was arrested in September
for charges relating to her work. The
Hernando County Sheriff’s department charged Jenna Parslow with committing criminal mischief to two
vehicles and for possession of drug
paraphernalia, according to the complaint filed against her.
According to the complaint filed
against Parslow, a witness allegedly observed Parslow standing near two particular vehicles, a 2008 Nissan and a
1996 Honda on September 29; the wit-

was not there when they
ness alleges that Parslow “pulled
parked their vehicles 10 minher hand away from the area of
utes earlier,” according to the
the [vehicle’s] windshield, which
report.
was damaged.”
Officer Julio Tagliani, who
“The defendant then apfiled the arrest report, says that
proached the owners of both veboth vehicles had chips approxhicles and offered to have their Jenna
imately ¼ inch in diameter; the
windshields repaired at no cost Parslow
Nissan had two chips of this size.
to them,” reads the arrest report.
“All three chips were identical in
Both vehicles are alleged to have
been parked in the same parking lot, shape and size, and were consistent
approximately 50 feet apart, for 10 with being struck by a sharp object,”
minutes, and the witness claims adds Tagliani.
Parslow advised the sheriff’s departParslow was the only person to have
been near either vehicle. The vehicle ment she makes $45 for every windowners “both attested [the damage] shield she refers to Coast to Coast, but
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AUTO GLASS ADHESIVES,
SEALANTS, AND CLEANERS
Quality Automotive Products from CRL

COMPLETE URETHANE ADHESIVE SYSTEM
denies damaging the windshields, according to the report.
Tagliani also searched Parslow’s
purse, and allegedly discovered a “glass
smoking pipe with marijuana residue.”
Coast to Coast spokesperson Jigna
Patel advised AGRR magazine/glassBYTEs.com™ that Parslow was part of
the company’s third-party sales force.
“We utilize a third-party sales force on
an independent contractor basis,” said
Patel. “The individual involved in the
Tampa, Fla., matter is a member of that
independent, third-party sales force, and
not an employee of Coast to Coast.”
She added, “… Pending resolution
of this matter, Ms. Parslow is no longer
providing sales or any other services
on behalf of Coast to Coast.”
Patel also advised the actions police
allege Parslow committed are against
the company’s code of ethics.
“Coast to Coast Auto Glass does not
and will not tolerate unethical, fraudulent or illegal conduct by any of its
sales representatives or other vendors,”
Patel said. “This is against our company’s philosophy and core principles,
and is contrary to the code of ethics
that we require of any person providing sales services on our behalf.”
At press time, a hearing was scheduled for October 28.

PRICING NEWS
New NAGS Calculator
Shows Price Decrease
The Fall 2009 National Auto Glass
Specifications International (NAGS)
Calculator, which took effect in midSeptember, shows a .85 percent decrease for the weighted average for
the top 100 parts since the Spring release. For the top 20 most popular
parts, there was an average decrease

www.agrrmag.com

CRL43 AUTOMOTIVE
CATALOG features a
comprehensive line of
products for working
with automotive glass.
It also brings you our
enormous selection
of truck sliders,
sunroofs and windows
for vans and RV's.
ORDER, VIEW or DOWNLOAD
CRL43 ONLINE at crlaurence.com

crlaurence.com

C.R. LAURENCE COMPANY

Automotive Products Division
 (800) 421-6144 $" 7780 • $ (800) 587-7501

   

of 0.5 percent since last September.
The largest decrease shown among
the top 20 most popular parts was for
the DW01256GBNN—which dropped
2.7 percent, from $249.30 to $242.55
since last September. (In May, this
same part had seen the biggest increase from a year earlier—it had increased $18.90 over the previous
year.)
Only four of the 20 most popular
parts saw increases in the Fall 2009

Calculator over the previous year. The
greatest of these was for the
DW01265GBNN, which increased from
$247.90 in September 2008 to $262.40
in September 2009—a 5.8 percent rise.
For the top 500 parts, there was a
weighted average decrease of -1.35
percent, and for the top 1,500 parts,
there was a weighted average decrease
of 1.52 percent.
continued on page 14
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AGRReports
continued

To view the changes for all of the top
20 parts, please visit www.glassBYTEs.com™.

COMPANY NEWS
ABRA Acquires Colorado Repair Center
ABRA Auto Body & Glass recently acquired a repair center in Pueblo West, Colo.
This facility, formerly known as Advanced Paint & Body, brings the total number of
ABRA repair centers to 97 in eleven states.
The facility had been owned and operated by Jerry and Dawn McCarthy since
1987. It consists of 27,800 square feet and now will be known as ABRA-Pueblo
West.
ABRA also announced the appointment of Keith O’Daniel as general manager.
He will be responsible for leading the repair center and implementing ABRA’s operating system. He brings to ABRA-Pueblo West 40 years of collision industry experience, including five years as a general manager for ABRA in Minnesota.
With the addition of Pueblo West ABRA now operates 18 repair centers in
Colorado.
ABRA also recently awarded a franchise in Sioux Falls, S.D., to Randy Nehring.
Nehring is also the owner of Saturn of Sioux Falls, Cadillac of Sioux Falls, and
Sioux Falls Ford.
The 10,000-square-foot repair center employs Elmer Baker as its general
manager.

BRIEFLY …
Equalizer Industries has become
the exclusive U.S. distributor for BTB
Tools of Australia ... Pilkington Group
Ltd. recently acquired a new license
from Research Frontiers Inc. to offer
the company’s SPD-Spmart automotive
end-products globally … A.N. Designs
Inc. recently donated 15 windshield replacement tool kits to the I-CAR Education Foundation ... Glass America
recently launched a re-designed website in celebration of its 10th anniversary. The site is located at
www.GlassUSA.com.
■
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AGRSS News
the latest in safety

™

AGRSS Council Details Validation
Process, On-Site Validation Begins

T

HE AUTO GLASS REPLACEMENT
Safety Standards (AGRSS) Council Inc. detailed its new thirdparty
validation
process
and
attempted to de-bunk some common
myths about the program during a webinar held in September. The validation program officially launched
September 1. The first validation visits
have been scheduled and at press time
were due to begin in mid-November.
AGRSS marketing chair Joel Timmons led much of the webinar, which
was sponsored by Dow Automotive,
and started by offering some details on
how the process will work—starting
with notification of shops that will be
validated.
Once shops receive notification that
they’ll be validated, they’ll also be
asked to submit a deliverables
packet—the same packet that has been
submitted during past self-audits—to
Orion Registrar Corp., which is administering the program for the AGRSS
Council.
Shops to be validated will be required
to have at least one job scheduled for
every technician on-hand—whether
they are in-shop or offsite.
“Mobile installations are expected
and are certainly acceptable,” Timmons said.
Throughout the day, Timmons
warned that the validator will take
notes, but that this shouldn’t discourage those involved in the process.
“The notes may not be negative—
they may be positive,” he said.
Once the validation is complete, the
validator will have another meeting
with the shop owner or manager—this
time to provide the results of the validation and to identify any areas of
non-compliance.
“You’ll have an opportunity to cor-

16

“This is a banner day to have your
processes confirmed to be compliant.”
—Joel Timmons
rect those, or you may appeal,” Timmons explained.
Penny Ouellette, director of program development for Orion, also advised that the company actually
picked those that would be working as
validators specific to the needs of the
program.
She also detailed many of the aspects of the Standard the validators
will look at during the validation review and noted that they’ll be asking
questions throughout the process to
make sure certain conditions are met.
“For example, for the open expiration date [of an adhesive], we’ll ask
technicians how they can be sure the
adhesive hasn’t been opened for longer
than allowed,” Oullette explained.

Debunking Myths
Timmons also attempted to debunk
several myths that have circulated
about the AGRSS Standard and the
third-party validation program. Following are a few of these:
1. The validators and/or AGRSS want
to find fault with your processes.
“Absolutely not,” Timmons said.
“This is a banner day to have your
processes confirmed to be compliant. This is a great opportunity for
your peace of mind.”
2. You have no say in the final result.
“You are part of the process,” he explained. “We’re there to work with
you—not against you.
3. AGRSS adds time to your installations. “That is mostly entirely false,”
Timmons said. “If a company requires you to shake a primer for six
minutes, that is not an AGRSS re-

AGRR November/December 2009

quirement—that is a supplier requirement. The one area where
AGRSS may add some times is in the
paperwork, but, in the end, isn’t it
worth it?”

“Preparation is Key”
Glass America’s Nik Frye also participated in the webinar and explained a
bit about how his company is preparing for third-party validation.
“Believe me, it’s not going to be
luck,” Frye warned. “Preparation is the
key to this entire process. We’re going
on two years of preparation at Glass
America.”
First, he suggested using the AGRSS
Validation Ready Worksheet, available
on www.agrss.com.
“This is a great source to check
through to see exactly what you need
to have on-hand for the validators,”
Frye said.
He also advised a 19-page document discussing methods of preparing
for validation will soon be available for
download on www.agrss.com.
“You’ll learn about Orion and what
companies are doing to prepare for
validation,” he said. “There’s a lot of
tremendous detail in here, getting
down to the nitty gritty of things.”
Frye suggested shops focus on a few
key items, such as:
• Scheduling regular reviews of your
company’s training process;
• Making sure all training materials
and certifications are up-to-date;
and
• Verifying that all the deliverables required are up-to-date and are in your
company’s deliverables book.
■
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NO—the blades aren't GREEN

The MANUFACTURING is
NOW a
Different
Color

GREENER

>>>

Reverse Bend
Coming Soon!

NEW!

ALL Our Blades Have the Same
High Quality, Standards and Value
51C1-M
® a product
UltraWiz
1 1/4” Blade
of A.N. Designs, Inc.
www.ultrawiztools.com

866-482-2921
Available From Your Local Distributor
NACE Booth G-8615
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Insurance
talk
policy briefs

Allstate Creates Distinguished
Performer Program

A

LLSTATE INSURANCE ANnounced in October that it
would begin recording and
tracking a set of “Key Performance Indicators” for auto glass shops on its
Glass Claims Express (GCE) network,
effective November 1. The indicators
will include items such as competitiveness on pricing, a customer satisfaction
index
and
warranty
frequency/performance and will be
used to “determine which providers
will participate in Allstate’s Distinguished Performer” program.
Those who are selected for the Distinguished Performer program and

are also GLAXIS e-scheduling enabled
also will be featured on the company’s new web application, which
will allow consumers to make glass
claims, confirm coverage and deductibles and schedule work via the
company’s website, according to the
announcement.
Though the company says consumer choice will remain top priority,
for those customers who do not have
a preference of glass shop, Allstate
will “provide the customer with the
name(s) of GCE participating glass
service providers who, according to
their track record, are known to con-

sistently deliver quality service to our
customers.”
“Allstate will continue to honor the
choices of our policyholders and
claimants may have a glass service
provider of their choosing, but with
this new model, a model designed for
increased customer satisfaction, Allstate will feature Distinguished Performers when asked for assistance
by our policyholders,” writes the
company.
GCE participants will be able to view
their Key Performance Indicator results
on the METRYX site, which also will note
areas that require improvement.
■
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Price Points
competitive pricing and stats

2009 Nissan Murano
(with Rain Sensor and Third Visor Frit)
NAGS Part No. FW02915 • 4 Labor Hours (Calculated at $40 per hour)
NAGS Part Price: $622.10 • NAGS Total: $782.10

F

OR ITS RECURRING PRICE
Points department, AGRR surveyed five major cities in the
United States for the windshield replacement on a 2009 Nissan Murano
(with rain sensor and third visor frit).
As usual, the companies were told that
insurance will not be involved and the
customer wishes to pay for the windshield out of pocket.
AGRR also asked shops to break out
parts and labor. When available, this is
noted below. In some cases, shops were
not willing to provide the breakdown—
or would only include a portion of it—
and this is noted accordingly.
■

Calling All Readers
Is there a car you’d
like to see featured in
Price Points? Please e-mail
pstacey@glass.com.

Total
Price

Glass
Price

Labor

Urethane
Kit

Glass
Percentage
off NAGS**

Percentage
off NAGS
Total

Albany, N.Y.
Shop #1
$522.00
$563.69
Shop #2
Shop #3
$441.17
Shop #4
$400.00
Average* $481.72
Median $481.59

$420.00
$516.34
$323.49
N/A
$419.94
$420.00

$100.00
$40.00
$117.68
N/A
$85.89
$100.00

N/A
$28.00
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

-32.5
-17.0
-48.0
N/A
-32.5
-32.5

-33.3
-27.9
-43.6
-48.9
-38.4
-38.4

Jacksonville, Fla.
Shop #1
$330.00
Shop #2
$675.00
Shop #3
$500.00
Shop #4
$350.00
Average $463.75
Median $425.00

N/A
$622.10
$380.00
$250.00
$417.37
$380.00

N/A
$17.90
$100.00
$100.00
$72.63
N/A

N/A
$35.00
$20.00
N/A
$27.50
N/A

N/A
0.0
-36.1
-59.8
-32.9
-38.9

-57.8
-13.7
-38.9
-55.2
-40.7
-45.7

Phoenix, Ariz.
Shop #1
$347.00
Shop #2
$462.98
Shop #3
$340.00
Shop #4
$325.00
Average $368.75
Median $343.50

$287.00
$342.15
$290.00
$200.00
$279.80
$288.50

$60.00
$65.00
$50.00
$125.00
$75.00
$62.50

$10.00
$20.00
N/A
N/A
$15.00
N/A

-53.9
-45.0
-53.4
-67.9
-55.0
-53.6

-55.6
-40.8
-56.5
-58.4
-52.9
-56.1

Sacramento, Calif.
Shop #1
$330.00
Shop #2
$455.63
Shop #3
$330.00
Shop #4
$368.00
Average $370.91
Median $330.00

$270.00
$261.28
$250.00
N/A
$260.43
$261.28

N/A
$158.00
$80.00
N/A
$119.00
N/A

N/A
$22.40
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

-56.6
-58.0
-59.8
N/A
-58.1
-58.0

-57.8
-41.7
-57.8
-52.9
-52.6
-57.8

St. Louis, Mo.
Shop #1
$385.00
$658.36
Shop #2
Shop #3
$392.59
Shop #4
$350.00
Average $446.49
Median $388.80

$295.00
$548.36
$291.26
$265.00
$349.91
$293.13

$70.00
$110.00
$80.00
$85.00
$86.25
$82.50

$20.00
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

-52.6
-11.9
-53.2
-57.4
-43.8
-52.9

-50.8
-15.8
-49.8
-55.2
-42.9
-50.3

* For columns with N/As included, only the data available was averaged.

Nat’l Average
Nat’l Median

Total Price

Glass Price

$426.32
$388.80

$341.88
$291.26

Glass Percentage
off NAGS**
-45.0
-53.2

Percentage off
NAGS Total
-45.5
-50.3

**Of glass price – does not include labor
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FROM SEA TO SHINING SEA.
And now everywhere in between.

Now you can find quality SRP Totalseal auto glass adhesives
virtually everywhere auto glass is repaired or replaced. Try SRP
Totalseal today and see why glass shops across North America enjoy
the peace of mind that can only come from an OEM adhesive.
It’s the urethane designed

For Installers, By Installers.™

For more information call us at 1-800-728-1817
or check us online at www.shatrproof.com
SRP, Shat-R-Proof and For Installers, By Installers are registered trademarks of TCG International Inc.
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Products More
The Latest Tools and Products on Display at the Auto Glass Expo @ NACE

A

re you looking for a new type of
blade, repair system or adhesive? If so, read on for an
overview of the newest products and
tools displayed and introduced at the
Auto Glass Expo @ NACE in Las Vegas.

REPAIR TOOLS
Speed Up with QuikSilver
The new QuikSilver Technology™
from AEGIS Tools International is designed so that technicians can complete
windshield repairs
in as little as five
minutes, according
to its manufacturer.
The system uses a
dry vacuum to
remove moisture and debris
from a break,
along with a gauged pump so that the
technician can verify when an adequate vacuum is achieved. When the
injector is lowered into position, air is
unable to re-enter the break, so it fills
quickly and completely with repair
resin.
❙❙➤ www.aegistools.com

Cool Glass with HX1000
The HX1000 Heat X-Changer from
Delta Kits Inc. works as a heat sink, removing heat from the glass and transferring it into the tool. The heater is

equipped with
specially
designed
radial
cooling fins that
allow the heat to
dissipate rapidly so the
tool
heats
slowly
and
cools quickly
after use.
The
HX1000
has a 2-inch surface diameter, is made
from anodized 7075 T6 aircraft aluminum alloy, and is only 6.3 ounces,
making it ergonomically friendly at well.
❙❙➤ www.deltakits.com

REPLACEMENT TOOLS

comes with two Lithium batteries in
each kit.
The HammerHead, which also will
be on display, is an economical tool for
separating the lower corners of windshields that cannot be cut out with a
cold knife. It utilizes standard Extractor blades and comes complete with a
6¾-inch cut-out blade. The 21-inch
overall dimension fits most standard
toolboxes.
Finally, the company’s new and improved Extractor MAX 18, a heavy-duty
18-volt cordless kit, has a bold new
look, along with a new motor and
lithium battery. The new motor provides more strokes per minute than its
predecessor and is designed to improve your productivity, efficiency and
bottom line. This kit

Three’s a Charm
The Extractor (also known as Crystal Glass) has three new innovative
tools to make your job easier.
The Extractor PROV28 Milwaukee is
the company’s newest option for those
looking for rugged performance and
strength. The tool has 40 to 50 percent
more power than the company’s 18volt tool, and its battery will run twice
as long as conventional tools. In addition, the PROV28 Milwaukee is
equipped a battery fuel gauge and

also comes with two
Lithium batteries.
❙❙➤ www.extractortools.com

Protect the Paint with
UltraThin Blades
The UltraWiz UltraThin Paint Protection Blades 51C1, 2, 3 and 4 Series
are ready to use right from the package,
according to their manufacturer, A.N.
Designs. The blades are coated with a

GLASS CLEANERS
Anything But Ordinary
Officials from EFTEC North America describes its
newest glass cleaner, DINITROL® 582, as “anything but
ordinary,” and say it can penetrate all glass contaminants, including oils and release agents. The company
says the solution also is fast-drying and provides a clean,
contaminant-free bonding area for primer applications
(when used correctly).
❙❙➤ www.eftecna.com

22
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special resilient, durable coating, designed to reduce the risk of scratches
and paint damage while cutting out
windshields with exposed pinchwelds.
Because the coated shank is narrow,
the blade can maneuver easily around
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tight radius corners without damaging
paint, according to the company.
❙❙➤ www.ultrawiztools.com

Who Ya’ Gonna
Call? Glass Blaster®!
The new Inductor® Glass Blaster
tool is designed to remove a backlite in
less than 10 minutes and a quarterpanel in less than three, according to
its manufacturer, Induction Innovations in Gilbert, Ill.

The tool is designed with an ergonomic grip and offers a high-mount,
molded-in strain relief to keep the cord
from interfering with adjacent panels.
It also features beveled edges so the
magnetic fields can get close to the
pinchweld on wide glass mouldings
without collateral damage, according
to the company.
❙❙➤ www.theinductor.com

Glass Bot™ Redux
Nelson Marketing has introduced a
new version of the Glass Bot removal
tool for 2009. The system is now available cordless and utilizes a Milwaukee
Tools battery mounting system with an
18-volt NiCad battery. The company

www.agrrmag.com
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MOUL DI NGS AND ADHESIV ES
Universal Mouldings Now Available from OETech
OETech™ is displaying its line of mouldings, which are now available in both
single application and universal sizes. The company says the mouldings meet
OEM specifications for fit and finish; contain no lead fillers; have a stabilizer
bar for added support; are PVC-based; and resist shrinking or fading. In addition, the universal mouldings are available in 100-feet rolls.
OETech also will feature its line of adhesives, which company officials describe
as being formulated for today’s toughest aftermarket environments while maintaining an OEM heritage. OETech offers a broad range of products to meet varying
needs, including: OETech1, a high-modulus-low-conductive one-hour urethane;
OETech2, a three-hour high-viscosity
urethane; and OETech3+ and OETechh+,
both of which are six-hour medium-viscosity urethanes.
OETech1 and OETech2 are packaged
in PROkits; including 24 tubes or
sausages of urethane, one bottle of
combo primer, urethane nozzles and
batch stickers. OETech3+ and
OETechh+ are available in cases of 12;
they come with nozzles and batch
stickers with primers and activators
sold separately. OETech3+ is available
in sausages and cartridges, while
OETechh+ is available in cartridges.
❙❙➤ www.oetech.biz
says the speed of the battery assists
with a quick removal of the wire from
the tool post-removal.
The Glass Bot is a vacuum pad
mounted wire-winding device. In addition to the battery-powered option,
the system also is available powered by
a 12-volt DC source. It operates via a
remote control grip.
The Glass Bot process involves placing a cutting wire around the exterior
of the glass part, pushing one end
through the adhesive and attaching it
to the winding shaft of the Glass Bot
mounted on the interior surface of the
glass part, and pulling the wire, cutting
through the adhesive to release the
part. The process pulls the wire inward,
away from the painted surface and
prevents damage to the glass part and
paint system.
❙❙➤ www.glassbot.net

>I

Part-Specific
Mouldings from Gold
Gold Glass Group’s line of part-specific mouldings includes more than
700 windshield and backlite mouldings. In addition, the company offers
more than 1,800 applications total.
The mouldings are manufactured
from high-quality, virgin material compounds with a fit and finish that meets
or exceeds OEM specifications, according to the company. The mouldings also come with an informative
packaging system, with a label that includes part number, content listing,
description and barcode.
❙❙➤ www.gggcorp.com
■
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California
Cool?

J

ust over a year ago, the California
Air Resources Board (CARB)
started to investigate ways to
make cars run more efficiently; it
was part of the group’s effort to comply with AB 32, an initiative designed
to decrease the state’s greenhouse gas
initiatives.
CARB started by looking at the
cars’ paint, in hopes that reflective
paint might reduce the heat entering
the vehicle. When they found that
wouldn’t work, they turned to the
glass. Soon, their vote to enact regulations that affects auto glass may become a reality.
Though the final draft of the regulation has not yet been finalized, at press
time, CARB was calling for reduced
solar transmission through the glass in
an effort to reduce the load on the vehicle’s air conditioner. These regulations would affect any vehicles sold in
the state, beginning in 2012. CARB also
was considering allowing manufacturers to utilize an alternate method to
achieve the same energy savings starting in 2016.

Cool Cars
The draft of the regulations, released
in May, would apply to light-duty and
medium-duty vehicles less than or
equal to 10,000 pounds.
The regulations specifically address
the total solar transmittance (TST) required for the glass; CARB defines this
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figure as “the ratio of the transmitted
solar flux to the incident solar flux, i.e.,
the ratio of the amount of solar energy
that passes through the glazing (including energy absorbed and subsequently re-radiated to the interior) to
the amount of solar energy falling on
the glazing.”
The May draft of the regulations
would require that:
• for vehicles with the model year
2012, at least 75 percent of each
manufacturer’s total vehicle sales
must use a windshield with a TST
less than or equal to 50 percent;

TST less than or equal to 50 percent;
and
• for 2014 and subsequent model year
vehicles, the windshield would be
required to have a TST less than or
equal to 40 percent.
Under the regulations, TST would
be measured using the ISO’s Standard
13837 Road Vehicles – Safety Glazing
Materials – Method for the Determination of Solar Tranmittance, Convention
A (published in April 2008).
The regulation provides some exceptions for “deletion windows,” which
CARB defines as “areas on a vehicle’s

“The windshield looks pretty much like
any other windshield in terms of size
and fit and from a handling perspective
it shouldn’t be any different.”
— M u k e s h R u s t a g i , P i t t s b u r g h G l a s s Wo r k s
• likewise, sunroofs in 2012 and subsequent model year vehicles would
be required to have a TST less than
or equal to 40 percent; sidelites and
backlites meeting 7 percent visible
light transmittance (VLT) would
need to have a TST less than or
equal to 60 percent. Those not
meeting 70 percent VLT would need
to have a TST less than or equal to 40
percent.
• for 2013 model year vehicles, all vehicles sold in the state would be required to have a windshield with a
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glazing specifically designed to facilitate transmission of electromagnetic
signals into and out of the vehicle.”
The regulation notes that deletion
windows “as necessary for the purpose
of allowing increased electromagnetic
signal penetration” are exempt from
the requirements; however, they do require that “the area of the deletion window shall not exceed 30 percent of the
total window area, and the total material removed or not applied shall not
exceed ten percent of the total material
applied to the entire window.”
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State Air Resources
Board Opts for Auto
Glass Regulations—
Could the Rest of the
Nation Be Next?
by Penny Stacey
Proposed Changes
Though the regulations were drafted
earlier this year, and CARB voted in
June to enact some version of these
regulations, they are still in development. The board met recently to discuss changes and review comments it
received. A final draft incorporating the
changes was scheduled to be released
at the end of October.
Among the proposed changes to the
regulations is one that allows an “alternate performance option” for 2016
and subsequent model-year vehicles.
This would provide auto manufacturers with the option of utilizing “an alternate
vehicle
systems-based
performance approach that results in
equivalent solar control” as would be
provided by the energy-efficient glass
option. The regulations, in their current form, call for windshields,
sidelites and backlites for 2016 and
later model year vehicles to have a
total solar transmission of less than or
equal to 40 percent.
The proposed change also would
mandate that the alternatives be “approved in advance” by CARB.
Potential labeling requirements for
energy-efficient glass that meets the
regulations also are being proposed.
The recent draft proposal calls for the
glass to be marked “in a font of a size
and nature similar to that for the DOT
code, model number and ANSI code.”
For example, the glass might be

www.agrrmag.com

marked C58 “for a glazing certified to
have a TTS no more than 58 percent.”
Manufacturers also would need to
apply a vinyl label to the glass after it
is made that reads, “This glass is designed to reduce interior temperatures compared to standard glass and
meets all ARB regulation.” The label
would need to be placed such that it
is fully visible when installed and, for
sidelites, “it shall be visible in the fully
closed position,” according to the
draft of the 15-day proposed changes.
“The original draft of the regulations
showed labeling as ‘reserved,’” explained Dr. Marijke Bekken, the CARB
representative overseeing the process.
“In general, the [industry] response
was that there’s a lot of stuff already on
the glass, so we tried to keep [the labeling requirement] small.”

Replacement Options
The regulations also would require
that vehicles equipped with the specified energy-efficient glass have the
same installed when and if replacement glass was required. Likewise, vehicle manufacturers would need to
include details about what is required
in the vehicles’ owners’ manuals.
“If you replace your [solar management] windshield with one that
doesn’t have solar management, [it
could be a problem]. Your air conditioner is sized for that solar management glazing, and [without it] you

>I

might end up running it more than
you would have before,” Bekken said.
This would defeat the ultimate goal of
the regulations—to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
The regulations also note that the replacement glass would need to meet the
same labeling requirements as those to
which OEM glass would adhere.
Of course, the glass will then be
more expensive, but Bekken says the
added cost will be minimal.
“Maybe you pay an extra $25 for the
windshield—that’s not a whole lot of
difference,” she said.
She also advised CARB consulted
with insurance companies during the
development of the regulations, and
didn’t receive negative feedback from
them.
“We spoke to a number of insurance
companies during the rule development process and … we found the difference in cost isn’t expected to have
any effect on the premiums people
pay, because the amount of their cost
is extremely small,” she said.
Recordkeeping also will be a factor.
“The replacement shops are required
to … maintain records for a period of
five years showing the appropriate performance level glazing has been installed at replacement,” says Rob
Vandal, director of advanced product
development, Guardian Automotive.
continued on page 26
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California Cool
continued from page 25

As for technical issues, though,
Mukesh Rustagi, director of strategic
product management for Pittsburgh
Glass Works, says there shouldn’t be
any for replacement shops.
“The windshield looks pretty much
like any other windshield in terms of
size and fit and from a handling perspective it shouldn’t be any different,”
he says.
And, because the regulations call for
advanced energy-efficient glass, it actually may help glass shops increase
their bottom lines, Rustagi notes.

However, Bekken pointed out that
the regulations are a performance requirement—and the way the solar
transmissions savings are achieved is
not specified.
“We don’t specify the compliance
method,” she said.
Likewise, the latest changes, if accepted, call for an “alternative performance”
option—for
vehicle
manufacturers who choose not to go
the energy-efficient glass route.
However, for those who do opt to
use such a coating as Casey points

“If they save emissions on cars but
create extra windshield replacements
… is it even a benefit?”
— D a v i d C a s e y, S u p e r G l a s s W i n d s h i e l d R e p a i r
“Because these are value-added out, manufacturers say there are variproducts, they might add value to glass ous ways in which the glass can be
manufactured.
shops in the future,” he says.
“There are product examples
today
with the coatings on Surface 2
Repair Concerns
as
well
as Surface 3,” says Guardian’s
Though it appears the impending
CARB regulations will have the greatest Vandal. “The decision is primarily
initial impact on manufacturers and driven by cosmetic and functional
replacement shops, some glass repair considerations of each OEM. Solar
technicians fear they will be impacted reflective performance diminishes
the further the coating is removed
as well.
David Casey, owner of SuperGlass from Surface 1, so as CARB pushes to
Windshield Repair in Orlando, Fla., maximize solar reflectivity, I expect
has concerns about what might hap- to see more applications use Surface
pen when reflective glass using coat- 2 coatings.”
In this case, a repair could prove difing applied to the Number 2 surface
of the glass is used—and when that ficult, Vandal says.
“If the part being repaired has Surglass has a chip and needs a repair.
“When resin hits [this], its reaction face 2 coating, there will be a chance
[is] to turn pure white,” Casey said. the repair could be more visible than
“Even moisture tends to cause it to with uncoated parts,” he says. “This
will depend greatly on the level of
discolor.”
His concern is that this could lead damage. I expect a large chip peneto more of a need for replacements— trating to Surface 2 will show some
and would have a greater impact on discoloration from displacement of
the environment than the greenhouse the coating under certain light,
gas emissions CARB is hoping to save. whereas a crack, which is still quite
“If they save emissions on cars but closed, will not show much. It is reacreate extra windshield replacements sonable to expect that some windshields which may have been
… is it even a benefit?” he asks.
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repairable previously, while still functional if repaired, may not be cosmetically acceptable for the above
reasons.”

Manufacturer Feedback
Though the CARB regulations
could have implications for repair
technicians, depending on how often
vehicle manufacturers opt to utilize
the energy-efficient glass option in
lieu of an alternative performance
option, manufacturers say the technology will be somewhat simple for
them to achieve, based on the products already available today on highend cars.
“Guardian manufactures and sells
a wide variety of infrared reflective
automotive glazing in Europe for
Audi, BMW, Ford, Porsche, Bentley,
Lamborghini and others and has
done so for more than ten years,”
says Vandal. “Guardian has the appropriate technology and key assets
in North America to be prepared to
meet the requirements of CARB. We
are in the process of tuning the European product for the North American
market and CARB requirements right
now.”
PGW also has offered infrared reflective glass for many years.
And, Rustagi says in his view, the
regulations may bring some value to
an industry that has been working
against being viewed as a commodity.
“I think the California regulations
are helping the glass industry bring
value-added products to the mainstream market,” he says. “These are
products that have been used in highend cars for quite some time and now
with the regulations they’ll be forced
into the mainstream market and the
consumer will finally get to see the
value that glazing provides in keeping
the vehicle cooler.”
■
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Penny Stacey is the editor of AGRR
magazine.
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Belron
Makes a
Boom
I

t’s not uncommon for
Belron US to generate news; the company is the largest auto
glass retail provider in
the United States, and
its parent company,
Belron, is the largest in
the world. But this fall, the company has made a mounted effort
not only to increase its brand awareness through advertising, but also to
grow further with its latest acquisitions
of not only more retail locations, but
also an add-on to its claims administration arm, Safelite Solutions.

Onward to Iowa
It had been rumored for more than
a year that Belron US had its sights set
on Iowa Glass Distributors (IGD)
when the company announced in late
September that it had in fact agreed
to purchase not only the company’s
repair and replacement retail locations, but also its claims division, Alliance Claims.
This purchase, which closed on
September 30, included all 80 of the
IGD’s retail businesses, including including Auto Glass Center Inc., Auto
Glass Center of Kansas Inc., Arnie’s
Auto Glass Center, Glass Installations
LLC (also known as Midwest Auto
Glass Center), JC’s Glass LLC, Globe of
Iowa LLC. This of course drives Belron’s nationwide locations even
higher—to 476. (Tool parts supplier
Precision Replacement Parts, which
also is owned by Iowa Glass, was excluded from the sale.)
Belron US chief executive officer Tom
Feeney told AGRR magazine/glassBYTEs.com™ that the retail facilities
would be a complement to its own long
line of acquisitions—including Safelite
Auto Glass, Cindy Rowe Auto Glass, Diamond Glass and more.
“We’ve always looked at the indus-
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try and have tried to identify companies that are complementary to us
and a strong brand, and that have the
same kind of focus on serving people
and customers very well,” Feeney
said.
For the retail locations, Feeney said
the company will use a similar cobranding approach as it has with other
acquisitions for most markets.
“There will be markets where Auto
Glass Center will be defined as the
power brand and will sit in front of the
Safelite brand,” he said.
Feeney also noted that there’s not a lot
of overlap between the two companies.
“We operate in very different markets,” he said, noting in a company
statement that IGD has a strong presence primarily in the Midwest and
Western regions of the United States.
At the time of the interview, he also
said no possible store closures had
been identified.
But, could this continued acquisition model be viewed as a growing (or
impending) monopoly? Feeney says it
is not.
“We’re a far cry from a monopoly
and those words don’t even enter our
mouths,” he said. “We work every day
to do business for the customer we
serve, and we’ll continue to grow our
business organically and through
strategic acquisitions like this one.”

Claiming Claims
While adding retail locations is
nothing new for Belron US, with the
IGD asset purchase it also acquired its
glass claims administration arm, Alliance Claims Inc. This is the first major
acquisition it has made of another
company’s claims administration
team—and an acquisition that was attractive to the company for obvious
reasons, Feeney says.
“They serve the industry just like us
and that’s attractive to us,” he said.
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New Acquisitions,
Television Ad Campaign
Rock Industry
by Penny Stacey
“They understand our model and
they’ve been very successful in the
first-notice-of-loss business as well as
providing claims solutions to the insurance industry as well.”
Feeney adds, “All of this aligns well
with our strategic direction.”
Alliance Claims Solutions was
founded in 1989 and provides 24/7 glass
claims processing services for insurers.

Television Time
Just after the IGD purchase was announced, Belron US’s retail division,
Safelite Auto Glass, started making
even larger waves in the industry when
it launched a two-week television ad
campaign featuring company technician Erik Schumacher. The commercial, which ran heavily on ten major
networks including CBS, NBC, TNT,
TBS and USA, depicts Des Moines,
Iowa-based Schumacher driving a vehicle with a tiny chip; as he describes
the chip, and says it’s made up of a
thousand microcracks, he hits a speed
bump on the road and the chip becomes a longer crack.
Schumacher then explains the importance of repairing a windshield before it cracks further.
Though the “Safelite repair, Safelite
replace” jingle goes along with much of
the company’s recent radio ad campaigns, and is aligned with Belron’s
worldwide ad campaign, the volume of
the ads is what has really shook the industry. The company estimated, prior
to the launch of the campaign, that 75
percent of adults would see the ad 12
times during the two-week run.

Industry Reacts
At press time, the ad campaign had
been running for just under a week,
and had already created a bit of
frenzy—but possibly with an unexpected result.
Though early in the campaign Bel-
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Erik Schumacher, a technician from Des Moines, Iowa, is featured in the Safelite television spot.
ron US spokesperson Jenny Cain advised the company was “very pleased
with the initial results,” some other
industry players have been as well.
“We’ve been getting an influx of chip
repair,” says Clyde Stevens, owner of
Visions Glass in Perham, Minn.
“They certainly have been a boon
for our business,” agrees Mike Russo of
Thru-Way Glass in Syracuse, N.Y. “Our
windshield repair service has definitely
seen a spike.”
It’s also raised an awareness of repair—and made consumers start to
wonder about this possible service.
Ian Graham of Windshield Solutions in Roanoke, Va., points out that
the ads also are helping to remind
consumers that their auto glass, in
general, is important.
“I believe anything that gets ’auto
glass’ into the mind of the general
public is of good use,” he says. “Especially to the other well marketed companies in the area ... Chances are that
if the customer takes the time to look
around they will find you and you will
at least get a shot at the job.”

www.agrrmag.com

“I believe anything that gets ’auto
glass’ into the mind of the general
p u b l i c i s of g o o d u s e. ”
—Ian Graham, Windshield Solutions
The Future
At press time, the television ad campaign seemed to outweigh any impact
yet to be seen from the IGD purchase,
but the company was still in the
process of developing an integration
plan. This integration was being led by
John Sadler, vice president, supply
chain development and business integration. In the meantime, Feeney said
it will be business as usual.
“For now we want everyone to continue to do what they do everyday …
provide the best possible service to our
customers,” said Feeney shortly after
the sale closed. “Until we formalize action plans related to the integration of
the businesses, our people will continue to work as they do today and report to the same individuals.”
As far as branding, the company will
use a similar approach to its other re-

cent acquisitions, including Cindy
Rowe Auto Glass and Diamond Glass.
“There will be markets where Auto
Glass Center will be defined as the
power brand and will sit in front of the
Safelite brand,” he said.
As for the television ads, it’s still
unknown what the future may hold.
Cain says the company planned to reevaluate after the two-week run
whether to continue the ads in the future—but it sounds likely we could be
seeing more of Schumacher (or at
least of the “Safelite repair, Safelite replace” jingles).
“Once we analyze the results and if
it works as we expect it to, TV advertising will be big part of our 2010 plan,”
Cain says.
■
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Penny Stacey is the editor of AGRR
magazine.
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A New Era
Three Trends Driving Repair

f ocus

on

REPAIR

by Les Shaver

A

decade ago, HSG (formerly Harmon Solutions Group) probably
had a repair rate of somewhere
in the high teens or low twenties. Now,
the Eau Claire, Wis.-based network, the
third largest in the total solutions
provider realm, says its repairs constitute almost half of its business—46 to
48 percent to be accurate.
“I definitely think that repair is
coming into its own element or has
fully matured,” says Paul Gross, president and chief executive officer of
HSG. “There’s been a substantial movement from that standpoint in terms of
repair at the insurance carrier level.”
Others in the industry are also seeing this trend. “We’re starting to see
more and more people doing windshield repair,” says Dan Mock, vice
president of operations for Glass Doctor, a replacement and repair provider
based in Waco, Texas.
While the sentiment expressed by
Mock and Gross isn’t universal, there’s
definitely a feeling that the repair has
some headwind behind it. There’s the
environmental movement, the cost savings in repair, and the ability to maintain the integrity of the windshield’s
original seal pushing the business.
“We’re saving them deductibles and
time and people are starting to see the
environmental aspect of windshield repair,” Mock says. “I think there are a lot
of things at play. It’s not just one single thing that’s making a big difference.
I think there are several different things
coming together at once—kind of a
perfect storm.”
But some industry veterans think
still more steps need to be taken before repair reaches its potential. They
feel it may be some time still before
the industry reaches its full potential.
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1. Cost Savings
The Scenario:
As the recession has taken hold, unemployment is rising to almost ten percent and wages are falling. People are
taking pay cuts, furloughs and watching
their retirement accounts dry up. They
don’t want to spend money. “Everybody
is trying to pinch a few pennies and save
money where they can,” Mock says.
Repairing a windshield costs much
less than replacing one. “Based on the
economy, there are more and more
people taking repair seriously,” says
Rory Most, general manager of Glass
Technology in Durango, Colo. “Repair
started because it was a cost-effective
alternative to replacement.”
And it’s still effective. “I think windshield repair is recession-proof,” says
Peter Jones, owner of Glass Technology,
a one-man windshield repair business
in Boston. “It’s an item that has to be
fixed to [pass] your inspection.”
Many insurance companies are
helping promote repair even more by
waiving a customer’s deductible if they
choose repair over the more costly replacement. “The cost savings to the
policyholder is dollar for dollar of what
their deductible is,” Gross says. “The
costs savings to the carrier will depend
on what the deductible is too. In a state
like Florida or Massachusetts, where
there is no deductible, the carrier will
save every dollar of that.”
Just before press time, Safelite also
had started running television ads focusing on repair and the fact that it is
often free when processed as an insurance claim (see related story on page 28).
Also, driving insurers to repair is the
“per incident” pricing trend, popular-
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ized a few years ago. Under this type of
agreement, an insurer guarantees to
pay a network a certain amount per
glass claim. Since, repair is less expensive, it makes sense for the network to
prefer repair.
“Per incident pricing has been out
there for many, many years,” Mock
says. “It’s a way of lowering your overall
cost for an insurance company to do
business with you. If they can save a
few dollars here or there, it all impacts
their bottom line.”

Hurdles to Cross:
If repair has higher profit margins
than replacement, does it really matter
when people don’t know the advantages? That’s what Kerry Soat, owner of
Fas Break Windshield Repair and Replacement Glass Systems, a repair system manufacturer in Mesa, Ariz.,
wants to know. He thinks a lot of people still don’t even realize that their deductibles could be waived in repair.
“I was at a franchise show in Chicago
last fall,” he says. “I was shocked by the
number of people that didn’t know an
insurance company would pay for a repair and waive the deductible. The majority of people with whom I talked
were paying for their own repairs.”
And, some companies are moving
away from waiving deductibles altogether. “One that has is State Farm.,”
Most says. “State Farm is one of the only
companies that doesn’t offer free repair
to its full customer base. It only offers
free repair to people with full glass coverage. They used to offer it to everyone.
continued on page 32
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Continued from page 30
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“I think in this day
a n d a g e, p e o p l e
want to do whatever
i s re s p o n s i b l e. ”
— Pa u l G ro s s

They stopped doing it three or four
years ago. But nobody has followed
their lead and adapted their policy.”
Dave Casey, president of Orlandobased SuperGlass Windshield Repair,
thinks other insurers could eventually
follow the State Farm lead. Ultimately,
Casey doesn’t buy the argument that
the recession is augmenting repair. He
thinks the industry may also be getting
hurt from the recession.
“We’re seeing growth as far as awareness and receptiveness [of repair] and
being considered the proper thing to
do,” he says. “As far as growth in volume, rent-a-car companies have downsized, car sales are way down, trucking
is fairly static, and rent-a-car fleets have
downsized massively,” he says. “On a
per-car-capita basis, that stuff is down.
On the number of new customers getting involved, then that’s up.”
Lucien Bollanger, owner of A-1
Windshield Doctor in Seekonk, Mass.,
hasn’t really seen sales increases either.
“Quite a few people just have liability,”
he says. “They have to pay for [repair.]”
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2. Environmental Concerns
The Scenario:
As HSG has seen glass repair business increase among consumers, the
gain has come in some surprising
places—Florida, Massachusetts, and
South Carolina. “We actually drive a
substantial repair percentage in those
zero-deductible climates,” Gross says.
“I would say ten years ago, people in
zero-deductible areas thought repair
was not viable in states like Florida,
South Carolina or Massachusetts,
where there’s no economic advantage
to the policyholder. But we’re seeing a
dramatic improvement, largely because of how we approach it.”
Gross isn’t approaching it by talking
about the economy, but other benefits
associated with windshield repair,
namely the environmental advantages.
“I think in this day and age, people
want to do whatever is responsible,” he
says. “That’s getting more traction.
That’s where we see the incentives. In
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those zero-deductible areas, we’re talking about everything other than economic incentives and demonstrating
how it’s the responsible choice.”
In a society that’s seen to be more
focused on environmental factors, repair does have some advantages.
Right now, there’s no simple way to recycle windshields. With 275 million
pounds of auto glass going into landfills a year, according to the Global
Glass Conservation Alliance (GGCA),
that’s a huge deal. And, add the 15.2
million BTUs in energy used to produce a ton of glass, it’s easy to see how
consumers might opt for the environmental friendliness of repair.
“We educate our customers that the
windshields, at least not right now, are
a non-recycled item,” Most says.
“There are a lot of people who are
learning that. More people are learning
continued on page 34
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When you’re a GlasWeld customer, you get more than the best
technology, tools, training, and marketing support. You get a team
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Continued from page 32

more about repair because they realize
it helps save the environment.”
That’s what the folks at insurer Esurance think, according to Gross. The
Sioux Falls, S.D.-based web-based insurance company doesn’t print anything and they e-mail everything.
“It’s all electronic and they have a really strong track record of embracing the
environmental responsibility for how
they conduct business,” Gross says.
“Windshield repair fits nicely into
that campaign. They are enamored
with the environmental side of this.
That’s been their motivation for repair. We’ve actually created a campaign with them where for every
windshield repair that we commit to
planting a tree on their behalf. It’s a great
example to how industry has shifted
from cost saving to other favorable impacts that are a direct result of repair.”
Gross sees more insurers following
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this trend. (Editor’s Note: State Farm
and some other major insurers declined
to comment for this story). “That’s a
trend you wouldn’t have seen five years
ago,” Gross says. “I think the environmental aspect is huge.”
The environmental aspect has created such a boom for the industry that
the National Windshield Repair Asso-

The NWRA now acts as a council of the
GGCA (see related story on page 38).

Hurdles to Cross:

While there are those like Gross
and Most who think the environmental movement can provide a great
boon to the repair industry, others
aren’t so sure.
“Landfills have been there for 35
years. I didn’t see anyone jumping
on it 35 years ago,” Soat says.
Casey agrees. “The environment is great marketing pitch,” he
— P e t e r J o n e s , says. “These days it seems like
G l a s s Te c h n o l o g y, B o s t o n there’s a lot to deal with—whether
it’s the economy or swine flu and
the environment takes a back seat. It
ciation (NWRA) recently became a part [marketing the environment] is a great
of the newly formed GGCA. The concept, but I don’t see people buying
GGCA’s goal is to bring awareness to on it. There’s more reason to tout the
the public about the benefits of glass environment than ever, but I think
repair, restoration, reuse and recycling. there’s less concern.”

“I think
windshield repair is
recession-proof.”
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3. Saving the Seal
The Scenario:

Hurdles to Cross:

Les Shaver is a contributing editor for
AGRR magazine.
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Unfortunately, many customers
have little idea that windshield repair
can cut down on leaks and noise while
possibly making them safer. In a way,
this misunderstanding is symbolic of
the bigger perception problem that repair has—few people know about it or
what it can do for them, their pocketbooks, and the environment. That’s a
bridge the industry must cross.
“I see that [preserving the seal] as a
huge advantage, but most policyholders don’t understand the materiality of
preserving that factory seal,” Gross
says. “Obviously you need to have
some education.”
■

f oc us

While the environment may not be
first and foremost in the minds of
windshield repair customers, they do
have other goals that seem to be in line
aligned with what the repair industry
can provide. Take, for instance, a
woman for whom Bollanger did a repair. She had a nasty break that could
have been repaired. She knew nothing
about the environmental advantages
of repair, but she didn’t want the factory seal in her windshield broken because she feared leaking.
“They [customers] are more concerned with keeping their windshields
from leaking,” Bollanger says. “They
don’t want the windshield to leak or
have wind noises … It’s what everyone
is concerned about.”

Jones sees much of the same thing.
“I tell them [customers] they have to
them to keep the original seal in as
long as possible,” he says.
And, Jones finds that message has
traction. The cry to save the factory
seal has long been a battle cry in the
repair industry, but the main driver
wasn’t wind or noise. The industry’s
has traditionally pushed repair’s ability to save the factory seal and possibly save lives. The rationale: it’s more
likely for the windshield to stay in the
event of an accident if it has the factory seal.
“I don’t know of a lawsuit where the
windshield was repaired and they sued
the company,” Bollanger says. “I can recall countless incidents where people
were pushed out of a car and sued.
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nwra reports

mike@nwrassn.org
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Power in Numbers
by Mike Boyle
FTEN INDUSTRY SECTORS help them to reduce waste, which is Where Does NWRA Fit In?
can work together to achieve a good for the environment and for their
Though the NWRA has joined tocommon goal. Such is the case pocketbooks.
gether with these two other groups, it
This Council will be dedicated to still remains intact, and now acts as a
with the recently formed Global Glass
Conservation Alliance (GGCA), of meeting the needs of the architectural Council of the GGCA.
which the National Windshield Repair glass restoration industry specifiThough the NWRA was originally
Association is now a part.
founded to promote
Within the GGCA, three
the legitimacy of wind“ We a r e w o r k i n g n o w t o
Councils come together to
shield repair, that’s no
e x p a n d t h e u s e o f r e p a i r. ”
achieve one common goal:
long our main focus—
to promote the repair,
we are working now to
restoration and recycling of all types of cally—but also to promote new scratch expand the use of repair. We’ve found
architectural and automotive glass and removal technologies and to dissemi- that the awareness of windshield repair
the development of technology that nate the availability of such technolo- has grown tremendously over the years,
helps conserve and reduce the energy gies and services to the industry and to and so it only made sense to take the
the general public.
impact of glass upon the earth.
next step. NWRA acts as a forum for the
Is this important to NWRA memexchange of ideas among members,
bers? Of course. But our members have Recycling Council
and a catalyst for selling the green asrealized there is power in numbers and
The GGCA also encompasses a pects of windshield repair to the conhave opted to unite with two other in- council called the Recycling Council. It sumer who may not understand the
dustry groups to achieve this goal.
focuses on turning discarded glass into effect of a replacement windshield on
The other two Councils that make usable products with new uses. This the environment.
up the GGCA are the Scratch Removal could mean the recycling automotive
Are we still tackling other issues that
Council and the Recycling Council, and flat glass products. The ultimate come up for windshield repair techniand I’d like to take this opportunity to goal? To reduce the amount of glass cians? Always, and I look forward to
share a bit about these with you.
that goes into landfills and to reduce its bringing more details on some of our
efforts in future columns.
impact on our earth.
Those
who
might
wish
to
join
this
Scratch Removal Council
It’s no secret that most windshield particular Council are those that are What’s Next?
repair system manufacturers also cre- devoted to glass recycling, or have
If you’re a member of any of these
ate systems for removing scratches and come up with innovative ways to use industry groups, or are a repair techniblemishes from architectural glass. The discarded glass in a functional way.
cian that has yet to join NWRA, we urge
The original name of the council you to join us now. This is an exciting
GGCA differentiates between auto glass
repair and scratch removal, so that our was the “Reuse & Recycling Council.” time for the NWRA and the GGCA, and
vision and make-up might be more However, the term “reuse” had caused we hope you’ll be a part of it.
clear to those we approach to promote concern, with some thinking it implied
Please visit www.glassconservaour goal. Likewise, many flat glass that the alliance was promoting the tion.org or www.nwraassn.org for more
manufacturers and others who utilize reuse of windshields as windshields. information.
■
glass, such as door and window manu- This is not the case. In an attempt to
facturers, aren’t even aware that remov- clarify these concerns, the term “reuse”
Mike Boyle is the president of Glass
has been removed, leaving only the
ing scratches from glass is possible.
Mechanix Bend, Ore. and serves as presOur aim is to show them (and con- term “recycle” to incorporate all in- ident of the NWRA and the GGCA. Mr. Boyle’s
sumers) that this scratch removal not stances where glass is used for pur- opinions are solely his own and not necessaronly is possible, but that it will also poses other than its original intent.
ily those of this magazine.
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Ask the Doctor
pros who know

kgobin@deltakits.com

Acoustic
Windshields
by Korey Gobin

A

COUSTIC WINDSHIELDS ARE DESIGNED TO
reduce the amount of noise that is heard inside the
cabin of modern vehicles without adding mileagerobbing weight to the glass. Acoustic windshields are more
expensive than traditional laminated windshields, and this
fact can be used as a selling point for repair techs.
As acoustic windshields become more popular, I continue to receive an increasing number of calls from windshield repair technicians wanting to know if such
windshields are repairable and, if so, if there are any special
precautions that they need to be aware of.

One Difference
Regardless of brand name, acoustic windshields currently are no different any other windshields with one exception: the polyvinyl butyral (PVB). In an acoustic
windshield, the PVB inner-layer is enhanced acoustically
for more efficient sound reduction. This does not affect the
ability of a technician to repair the windshield and does
not affect the quality of a successfully completed windshield repair.
So, the simple answer is: yes, acoustic windshields are
repairable and require no special precautions.
Although acoustic windshields pose no new problems
for windshield repair technicians, I recommend checking
the identification markings on a windshield, often called
the “bug.” In most cases the bug will identify the glass manufacturer, the American Standard number, the DOT number, the M number and as shown in the photo to the XX, a
name or logo identifying the glass as acoustical-grade. You
may see the word acoustic (or simply an “A” for acoustic)
and sometimes manufacturers get creative, so you may
have to use your imagination. The vehicle manufacturer,
an E Code (required to identify the country in European
Union), solar control identification, and heated identification are also typically found in the bug.
The bug can be found on the bottom center or bottom
passenger-side of the windshield.
However, glass replacement and repair technicians should
not rely on the bug to identify acoustic windshields.
■

◗

Korey Gobin is an account executive with Delta Kits in Eugene,
Ore. Mr. Gobin’s opinions are solely his own and not necessarily
those of this magazine.
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ROLAGS Committee Meets;
Refines Scope and Purpose

T

After much discussion,
the Committee voted for
three changes to the Standard in an attempt to resolve the long crack
conflict. The votes included:
• A change in the name of
the standard to the Repair of Laminated Auto
Glass Standard for Damage 6 Inches or Less;
ROLAGS chair Jay Sampson speaks at the recent
• A change in the scope meeting in Atlanta. To his right is committee
and purpose of the Stan- member Dave Erwin of Safelite.
dard to deal with repair
take place for some months to come.
of damages six inches or less; and
• A reaffirmation that a separate standard be developed for repair of Glass Mechanix
damage greater than six inches.
Restructures;
Though the Committee voted to Boyle Named President
make these changes to the Standard,
Glass Mechanix, now
the revised Standard must once again located in Bend, Ore.,
be submitted to ANSI for public com- has restructured its opment, so the actual change may not erational model and has
named Mike Boyle president, according to a
COMPANY NEWS
statement from the
company. Boyle previ- Mike Boyle
Glass Technology Adds Korean Distributor
ously served as presiGlass Technology has a new
dent of GlasWeld; the company
distributor, Glass Technology
announced in early August that he had
Korea in Gyeonggi-do, Korea,
stepped down from that position.
which will cover areas throughIn addition, Glass Mechanix has
out South Korea, including
named Don Gregor sales manager.
Seoul, Busan, Daegu and
Along with its restructuring plans,
Gwangiu. The operation opened
the company plans to open a training
last month, according to a press
center in Las Vegas later this year. The
release from the Durango, Colo.4,500-square-foot facility is designed
based company.
The operation has been in development for the last eight months, according to with dedicated classroom and handson workshop spaces for all kinds of
Glass Technology general manager Rory Most.
“Glass Technology Korea has been developed to establish a certified Korean net- glass restoration.
Glass Mechanix also has launched a
work for windshield repair and glass restoration throughout the major metro and some
new division, Scratch Mechanix, which
rural areas as the demand and marketing campaigns are established,” adds Most.
Glass Technology Korea also aims to promote green repair and restoration ini- will focus on consulting, training and
contracting for solving glass damage
tiatives, for both auto and architectural glass, throughout the country.
The company held a grand-opening event recently, which included live repair issues. Chris Boyle and Tim Gregor will
head this division.
■
demonstrations.

HE REPAIR OF LAMINATED
Auto Glass (ROLAGS) re-considered the issue of long crack repair during its recent meeting in
Atlanta.
The ROLAGS Standard originally
covered repair of cracks up to 14 inches,
but the committee voted within the
past year to change the Standard to
cover repairs six inches or less. This has
caused some concern from long crack
repairers and others who feel the Standard has led to confusion about what
size damage can be repaired and who
believe that whatever length of crack
chosen will be an arbitrary one.
Long crack system manufacturer
Rich Campfield of Ultrabond voiced
frustration with the current Standard
during the recent meeting.
“I see network agreements everyday
that cite ROLAGS and cracks over six
inches are excluded,” he said.
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CRL Offers Lightweight
Scratch Polishing Tool
C. R. Laurence Co. Inc. (CRL) has a
new
lightweight windshield
scratch
polishing
kit for light surface scratches.
“The CRL Scratch Polishing Kit is designed to meet the need for a low-priced,
lightweight, portable tool capable of removing light surface scratches from automobile windshields,” says Gary
Byrum, product manager. “It can also be
used to polish out rubs, fine lines, stains
and discoloration on mirrors …”
❙❙➤ www.crlaurence.com

It’s Hammer Time
The
new
Delta Kits slide
hammer creates perfect
mini-bullseyes to terminate the end of long cracks and even
doubles as a probe, according to the
company. Likewise, it is thin and lightweight and is made from heavy-duty
aircraft-grade aluminum. The slide
hammer also has a replaceable tip.
❙❙➤ www.deltakits.com

CORRECTION
On page 18 of the September-October 2009 issue of AGRR, the story
about C.R. Laurence Co. Inc.’s new

>I
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new products

S C R AT C H R E M O V A L S Y S T E M S WINDSHIELD REPAIR SYSTEMS

www.agrrmag.com
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POWR BOND™ urethane should
have noted that it offers a safe driveaway time of 30 minutes. AGRR regrets the error.

BRIEFLY …

Yih-Tair’s new 2009 catalog is now
available. The catalog features the company’s full line of FlexLine® mouldings
line, which includes a range of domestic, foreign and universal mouldings.
❙❙➤ www.flexlinemoldings.com
■
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industry insiders
people in the news

DEATHS
Thomas Lee Jr. of Lee
& Cates Passes Away
Thomas D. Lee Jr., former president of Lee & Cates Glass Inc. in Jacksonville, Fla., passed away on
September 7. He was 85.
Lee was born in Forest Park, Ga.,

BRIEFLY …

Doug Herron

40

Doug
Herron,
chief financial officer
for Safelite Auto
Glass, was recognized
recently with an honorable mention in
Columbus Business
First’s CFO of the Year
contest.

on December 5, 1923. He graduated
from Robert E. Lee High School and
attended Carson Newman College
and Stetson University. After serving
in the Navy during World War II he returned home to run his family’s business, Lee & Cates Glass Inc. He retired
at the age of 80 after serving as president and chair of the board of the
company.
Lee was active within the glass industry, having participated in several
industry associations, including the
Florida Glass Dealers Association, of
which he was a founding member.
During his time in the industry he
was recognized for his contributions
to both the glass industry and his
community at large.
Lee is survived by his wife of 62
years, Betty Sheridan Lee; six children, Sheri Braddy, Claudia Baggs,

VISIT US AT THE AUTO GLASS EXPO @ NACE
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Becky Hall, Thomas Lee III, Donna
Gardner and Amy Gurre; twelve
grandchildren; five great grandchildren; three sisters, Mary Padgett of
St. Augustine, Fla., Myra Lueders of
Jacksonville and Billiejo Mauldin of
Alachua, Fla.

Virginia Auto Glass
Shop Owner Passes Away
Joseph Edward Medeiros II, the
owner and operator of Glass Savers
in Spotsylvania, Va., passed away
on Wednesday, September 16. He
was 52.
Medeiros is survived by his wife,
Gail; daughter, Krystal; son, Jesse; his
mother, Erma Medeiros; sisters Paula
Rollow, Lyda Pitman and Virginia
Medeiros; four nieces and four
nephews; five brothers-in-law and
two sisters-in-law.
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NSG President Stuart
Chambers to Step Down
Stuart Chambers, who served as
president, chief executive officer (CEO)
and representative executive director
for Nippon Sheet Glass (NSG) Group,
recently stepped down from his position, effective September 30. He will
assume the role of senior advisor to the
company’s board as of that date.
Katsuji Fujimoto, chair of NSG
Group, took over as president and CEO
and representative executive director
and is now responsible for managing
the operations of the NSG Group. Yozo
Izuhara, chair of the board, has assumed the role of non-executive chairman of the NSG Group. These
appointments will remain in place as
long as is necessary for the company to
put in place a long-term succession,
according to the statement from NSG.

Professional Windshield Repair Products

Simply the best or your money back!
800.548.8332 Toll Free
info@deltakits.com
www.deltakits.com (On-Line Ordering and Live Support)
www.windshield-repair-forum.com (World’s Largest)
VISIT US AT THE AUTO GLASS EXPO @ NACE

Cyr to Retire From
National Glass Association
Leo Cyr, vice president of auto glass for
the National Glass Association (NGA), recently
announced
he’ll be retiring at the
end of this year. His
last day will be De- Leo Cyr
cember 31, and the
auto glass work of the association will
move to the industry service department, led by David Walker.
Cyr has been part of the glass industry since the early 1980s when he first
came to work for the NGA as its director
of membership. He subsequently
worked for a number of glass-related
companies, including Novus, before returning to the NGA a few years ago. ■

Calling All Readers
Please send your company’s
personnel news to
pstacey@glass.com.
www.agrrmag.com
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THE SHOWCASE
directory of suppliers
Adhesives/Sealants
SRP GLASS RESTORATION
10425 Hampshire Ave. S
Bloomington, MN 55438
800/328-0042 (phone)
952/946-0461 (fax)
www.srpglassrestoration.com
sales@shatrproof.com
AUTO GLASS ADHESIVE SYSTEMS
SHAT-R-PROOF CORP.
12800 Hwy. 13, Suite 500
Savage, MN 55378
952/946-0450 (phone)
952/946-0435 (fax)
www.shatrproof.com
info@shatrproof.com

Auto Glass
GLAZEX
P.O. Box 2180
Orem, UT 84059
800/545-2770 (phone)
800/226-6464 (fax)
www.glazex.com
NATIONAL GLASS
BROKERS, LLC
3115 Fry Rd., Suite #401
Katy, TX 77449
281/599-1550 (phone)
281/599-8158 (fax)
www.nationalglassbrokers.com
sales@nationalglassbrokers.com

SAINT-GOBAIN
AUTOVER USA, INC.
6951 Alan Schwartzwalder St.
Columbus, OH 43217
614/409-1901 (phone)
614/409-1906 (fax)
www.autover.us
Dorothy.moorhead@saint-gobain.com

Information Sources
ASSOCIATIONS
NATIONAL WINDSHIELD
REPAIR ASSOCIATION
P.O. Box 569
Garrisonville, VA 22463
540/720-7484 (phone)
540/720-3470 (fax)
www.nwrassn.org
INDEPENDENT GLASS
ASSOCIATION
385 Garrisonville Rd.
Suite 116
Stafford, VA 22554
540/720-7484 (phone)
540/720-3470 (fax)
www.iga.org

SEEK AND FIND
classifieds
Business for Sale

AGRR Business for Sale
Colorado mountain resort community. Great place to
live! Leader in the area. Gross Sales $569,000+.
Growing. Adj. Profit $205,000+. Real estate available.
Contact Ron Brasch at 800/395-7653, www.fbb.com,
FBB, Ltd.

DON’T MISS OUT!
Classifieds go online every day! To view listings,
visit: http://glass.com/classified.php
Call Janeen at 540/720-5584 ext. 112,
fax 540/720-5687 or e-mail
jmulligan@glass.com
for a price quote today!
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PUBLICATIONS
AGRR MAGAZINE
Key Communications, Inc.
385 Garrisonville Rd.
Suite 116
Stafford, VA 22554
540/720-5584 (phone)
540/720-5687 (fax)
www.agrrmag.com

Software
AUTO GLASS-RELATED
GLASSMATE (MITCHELL)
9889 Willow Creek Rd.
San Diego, CA 92131
800/551-4012 (phone)
858/653-5447 (fax)
www.mitchell.com

Tools and Supplies
A.N. DESIGNS INC./
ULTRAWIZ®
30 Norwood Street
Torrington, CT 06790
860/482-2921 (phone)
860/482-8585 (fax)
EQUALIZER
INDUSTRIES, INC.
2611 Oakmont Drive
Round Rock, TX 78665
512/388-7715 (phone)
512/388-4188 (fax)
www.equalizer.com
sales@equalizer.com

Windshield Removal Tool
EXTRACTOR/CRYSTAL
GLASS CANADA
9508 - 45 Ave.
Edmonton, AB T6E 5Y9
Canada
877/628-8837 (phone)
780/438-5915 (fax)
www.extractortools.com

>I

GLASS MECHANIX
4881 W. Hacienda Ave., Ste. 6
Las Vegas, NV 89118
702/932-1281 (phone)
702/932-1287 (fax)
www.glassmechanix.com
GLASS PRO SYSTEMS
1116 Deanna Dr.
Rockford, IL 61103
815/713-4480 (phone)
815/713-2030 (fax)
www.glassprosystems.com
GLASS TECHNOLOGY, INC.
434 Turner Drive
Durango, CO 81303
800/441-4527 (toll free)
974/247-9374 (phone)
974/247-9375 (fax)
www.gtglass.com
rory@gtglass.com
GLASWELD SYSTEMS
20578 Empire Blvd.
Bend, OR 97701
541/388-1156 (phone)
541/388-1157 (fax)
www.glasweld.com
LIQUID RESINS/A.C.
4295 N. Holly Rd.
Olney, IL 62450
618/392-3590 (phone)
800/458-2098 (toll free)
618/392-3202 (fax)
www.liquidresins.com
REPAIR SYSTEMS & SERVICES
GLASS MEDIC
7177 Northgate Way, Ste. C
Westerville, OH 43082
614/891-9222 (phone)
614/891-9227 (fax)
www.glassmedic.com

Windshield
Repair Products

AEGIS TOOLS
INTERNATIONAL
P.O. Box 259688
Madison, WI 53725-9688
608/274-9254 (phone)
608/274-9395 (fax)
www.aegistools.com
info@aegistools.com

DELTA KITS INC.
P.O. Box 26509
Eugene, OR 97402
541/345-8554 (phone)
800/548-8332 (toll free)
541/345-1591 (fax)
sales@deltakits.com

WINDSHIELD REMOVAL TOOLS
A.N. DESIGNS INC./
ULTRAWIZ®
111 Putter Lane
Torrington, CT 06790
860/482-2921 (phone)
860/482-8585 (fax)
■
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ADVERTISING INDEX

Company
Phone
A.N. Designs Inc.
866/482-2921
AEGIS Tools International
888/247-6000
C.R. Laurence Co. Inc.
800/421-6144
Coach Glass
800/714-7171
Creative Extruded Products
800/273-1535
Delta Kits Inc.
800/548-8332
Dow Automotive
800/453-3779
EFTEC Aftermarket
866/596-7772
Equalizer Industries
800/334-1334
Extractor/Crystal Glass
877/628-8837
Glass Doctor
800/280-9858
Glass Mechanix
800/826-8523
Glass Technology
800/441-4527
GlasWeld Systems
800/321-2597
Glazex
800/545-2770
Gold Glass Group
800/448-5188
Guardian Industries
800/331-8403
IBS Software
816/471-0150
Mainstreet Computers
800/698-6248
Pilkington North America
866/377-3647
Precision Replacement Parts
800/367-8241
Shat R Proof
800/728-1817
Sika Corp.
800/688-7452
Sunroof Express/Night Watchman Co. 800/322-8867
SuperGlass Windshield Repair
866/557-7497
Yih-Tair Industrial Inc.
877/975-5554

Fax
860/482-8585
608/274-9395
800/587-7501
541/393-5896
937/667-3647
541/345-1591
937/254-5125
866/596-7778
512/388-4188
780/463-7190
254/745-5098
541/388-1157
970/385-5529
541/388-1157
801/802-7770
631/981-4299
865/757-8329
816/423-8670
734/698-8228
419/247-3821
800/545-5083
952/946-0461
248/577-0810
586/498-2301
407/240-3266
210/310-0982

Subscribe to

Web Address
www.ultrawiztools.com
www.aegistools.com
www.crlaurence.com
www.coachglass.com
www.creativeextruded.com
www.deltakits.com
www.dowautomotiveaftermarket.com
www.eftecna.com
www.equalizer.com
www.extractortools.com
www.glassdoctorfranchise.com
www.glassmechanix.com
www.gtglass.com
www.glasweld.com
www.glazex.com
www.gggcorp.com
www.guardiandistribution.com
www.ibssoftware.com
www.mainstreetcomp.com
www.epremier.net
www.prp.com
www.shatrproof.com
www.sikaindustry.com
www.nightwatchman.net
www.sgwr.com
www.flexlinemoldings.com

for FREE

or subscribe online at www.glass.com/subcenter.php
I want to start/continue my FREE SUBSCRIPTION to AGRR: J YES J NO

Print your name: ___________________________ Signature: _____________________________ Date: _________
Company: _____________________________________________ Title: ____________________________________
Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________
City: _________________________________________ State: __________________Zip: ________________________
Phone: ______________________ Fax: __________________ Email: ______________________________________
1. Please check the ONE category that BEST describes the business activity of your company:
1

J

2

J

3

J

7

J

Retailer/dealer of auto glass &/or related
4 J Manufacturer/fabricator of AGR glass &/or related
products(repair &/or replacement).
products. (repair &/or replacement)
Distributor/wholesaler of auto glass
5 J Manufacturer/fabricator of both OE & AGR glass
&/or related products (repair &/or
&/or related products.
replacement).
6 J Other AGR-related companies such as auto body,
Manufacturer/fabricator of OE auto glass
collision repair, fleet management or insurance
&/or related products.
companies.
Others allied to the field (please specify): _______________________

2. Please check the ONE below that best describes your title and function:
A J Owner, president or other managers
B J Repair technicians/Auto glass installer
C J Technical engineers
D J Claims adjuster, agent or other insurance official
E J Others allied to the field (please specify): _______________________
3. Number of employees:
A J 1-4 B J 5-9 C

J 10-19

D

J 20-49

E

4. Please check all organizations you are a part of:
A J IGA

B J NWRA

C J NGA

J 50-99 F J 100+

MY BUSINESS IS ENGAGED IN THE AUTO GLASS REPAIR, REPLACEMENT OR OEM INDUSTRY.

J YES J NO
J

CHECK HERE TO ALSO SUBSCRIBE TO THE
FREE DAILY glassBYTEsTM E-MAIL NEWSLETTER.

I WOULD LIKE TO RECEIVE MY SUBSCRIPTION IN
THE FORM OF: (CHECK ONE)

J PRINT J DIGITAL

D J None

Subscriptions are free to all qualified recipients at U.S. addresses. Addresses outside the U.S. please add $65 per year.
By checking yes and signing this form, I also agree to allow publisher to contact me via fax and/or telephone in the future.

PLEASE COMPLETE THIS ENTIRE FORM AND FAX IT TO 630/482-3003
www.agrrmag.com
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Avocations
life beyond the auto glass business

A Need for Speed
Brendan Picard, Novus Auto Glass, Regina, Saskatchewan
FAST FACTS
Name: Brendan Picard
Day Job: Shop Foreman at Novus Auto Glass
Location: Regina, Saskatchewan
Alter Ego: Snowmobiler

B

RENDAN PICARD, SHOP
foreman for Novus Auto
Glass
in
Regina,
Saskatchewan, is quick to admit
he has a need for speed. The 31year-old installer has been snowmobiling since the age of 12.
“Being outside is a major part
[of what I enjoy about it], but
mainly it is the speed,” he says.
“You don’t just ride on trails, you
do a lot of riding in deeper snow
and jumping, so it is quite an
adrenaline rush.”
Picard began by snowmobiling with
his father, Mark, and today the two continue the hobby. The two snowmobile
both in local areas, such as Regina, Fort
Qu’Appelle and Indian Head, all of
which are in Saskatchewan. Two or three
times a year they take a vacation trip to
Nipawin Regional Park—a prime spot
for this activity located approximately
four hours from Picard’s hometown.
Picard’s snowmo“It is
bile can go up to 95
miles per hour, and
he’s traveled upwards of 350 miles a
day in the past.
And, while Picard does enjoy the
speed and the adrenaline rush that
goes along with it, he also enjoys the
calm that comes from it.
“It’s good to get out and be away
from the city and all the junk that goes
with that,” he says, “and just be out in
the cold and the wilderness.”
Though some do compete, Picard has
not chosen that route.

44

In addition to
snowboarding,
Picard is a
three-time
competitor in
the AGTO.
“It’s nothing competitive for me,” ing yourself,” he says.
3. Find others to participate in the
he says. “It’s all about camaraderie—
no jumping or snocross or anything sport with you. “If there’s a club
around, join the club,” advises Picard.
like that.”
“That way, if there
quite an adrenaline rush.”
are trails around,
others can teach
Picard points out that snowmobil- you where they are, etc.”
4. Have fun with it. “Be safe, but
ing can be done anywhere (with
snow), and its popularity is growing. enjoy it,” Picard says. “Start small, and
He encourages others to try it, but did get big. It’s a lot of fun.”
When Picard’s not working or
offer some tips.
1. Start slow. “Don’t get too big of a snowmobiling, he often can be found
machine at first,” says Picard. “Start renovating his house in the summerslow, and take a training course if one time, and playing with remote control
airplanes.
is available.”
Picard and his wife, Kimberley,
2. Be safe. “Snowmobiles can be
dangerous, and you have to be very have two daughters, Brittney, 12, and
■
smart around them to keep from hurt- Jenna, 7.
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NEED TOOLS?
Think AEGIS® for Great Products, Service & Value
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VISIT US AT

NACE,
BOOTH #G8513

The Choice of Glass Professionals Worldwide!
View product demonstrations at www.aegistools.com
1-888-247-6000 toll-free in U.S. and Canada
% MAIL INFO AEGISTOOLSCOM s 0HONE    s &AX   
0/ "OX  -ADISON 7)   53!
SAPPHIRE SPONSOR OF THE AUTO GLASS TECHNICIAN OLYMPICS
EMERALD SPONSOR OF THE WALT GORMAN WINDSHIELD REPAIR OLYMPICS

